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Abstract
Creative idea generation is essential to novel concept development and ultimately innovation. The following paper
describes an extensive industry-based study investigating the use of creative stimuli during a brainstorming session at
the conceptual stages of design. A new approach to retrieving creative stimuli referred to as 'Sweeper' is proposed,
which sources stimuli internal to a company's information repository. This creative stimuli tool is then compared to
other creative stimuli tools using objective, industrially grounded performance criteria. This study provides an arguably
much needed real, industrially-based experiment regarding brainstorming. The results and observations suggest that
having a guided approach to sourcing creative stimuli is very beneficial. The use of the TRIZ contradiction matrix and
inventive principles is also shown to be a good example of a guided approach in terms of increasing creative
performance. However, the Sweeper tool using internally sourced stimuli provides a method that is useful and more a
practical alternative, as it is based firmly in the domain of activity.

Introduction
It has become widely accepted that business survival and prosperity is strongly attributed to the ability to innovate
(Prahalad and Ramaswamy 2003, Campos et al. 2004, Soosay and Hyland 2004, Taghavi et al. 2004). In order to
harness this ability, many engineering companies have specific innovation and R&D departments, developing new
products through strategically constructed innovation processes. However, ultimately, innovation begins with the
generation of creative ideas (Amabile 1996, Mumford 2000, Kristensson et al. 2002) where creative idea generation is
an integral part of design which fundamentally determines the type of designs produced.
The process of generating creative ideas is enhanced by providing creative individuals three main elements; nurture,
freedom (Mauzy and Harriman 2003) and time (Sternberg and Lubart 1993, Frey 1999). However, such is the nature
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of industry that time pressures often dominate, requiring rapid idea and concept generation from engineering
designers. The need for increased quality of ideas is compromised by the time in which they are to be produced.
Thus, creative tools are required to aid the designer to produce more ‘creative’ ideas in short periods of time.
Though there are many techniques and tools for generating creative ideas, brainstorming is undoubtedly one of the
most popular creative techniques used by organisations (Faure 2004). However, this technique does not come
without its limitations (Isaksen and Gaulin 2005). In a recent study of several industrial case studies, it was shown that
the rate of idea generation during brainstorming decreases slowly and steadily after 30 minutes, with a dramatic
decrease in idea quality after just 20 minutes (Howard et al. 2009). It was also shown that the introduction of stimuli
into the brainstorm sessions was beneficial and helped to maintain idea frequency and quality (Howard et al. 2008a).
It could be argued that a creativity support tool should aid a designer during any phase of the creative process, either;
as a task framing tool during the analysis phase; as an idea generation tool during the generation phase; or as a
selection or evaluation tool in the evaluation phase (Howard et al. 2007, Howard et al. 2008b). This paper will
concentrate on what can be thought of as “generation tools”. Though there are several approaches for categorising
such tools (Zusman and Zlotin 1999, Lubart 2005, Pahl et al. 2007) the authors do so into three categories (Howard
2008), creative-analysis tools, -thinking tools and -stimuli tools.
Creative analysis tools aim to aid problem definition and to identify opportunities and resources. These tools
essentially encourage exploratory thinking within the problem space, where the emphasis is not on forming a solution
but redefining the problem. This may help designers, as solutions proposed for the redefined problem may be more
workable than solutions proposed for the original problem. These creative analysis tools would include: ‘Problem
reversal’, ‘Synectics’ (Gordon 1961), ‘Redefining a problem/opportunity’, ‘TRIZ problem formulation’ and ‘TRIZ system
operators’ which assesses the system being worked on in terms of its time line and systems level (Mann 2002).
Creative thinking tools aid the designer’s exploration of the solution space until they are illuminated with a valid
solution. Typical creative thinking tools would include: ‘Brainstorming’ (Osborn 1953), ‘Mind maps’, ‘Storyboarding’,
‘6 Hats’ (De Bono 1985) and ‘Role playing’.
The final category is for the creative stimuli tools. These tools simply propose stimuli, which is information used to
relate to the problem with the intention of inspiring new solutions. Typical creative stimuli tools are: ‘random inputs’,
‘TRIZ 76 standard solutions’, ‘Forced analogy’, the ‘TRIZ Contradiction matrix and 40 principles’ (Altshuller 1984,
Altshuller 1999), and also the concept reuse tool, referred to as “Sweeper” proposed in section 3.
The purpose of this paper is to show the benefits of using information in the form of design concepts related to the
domain, to inspire new ideas. From this point forward, all information provided for or used for the purpose of
inspiring new ideas will be referred to as stimuli. To achieve this, firstly the tools will be compared in the following
section in which a number of performance criteria are produced. In section 3 the proposed Sweeper creative stimuli
tool is fully introduced. The experimental method (section 4) is then detailed for the comparison of the creative
stimuli tools before the results from the industry based experiments are provided (section 5) and then concluded in
section 6.
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Theory
In this section the creative stimuli tools are defined and categorised into 4 groups within a 2 by 2 matrix (Table 1,
section 2.1). The example tools from each group are then described (section 2.2) before the performance criteria used
to assess them (section 2.3). The section ends with a set of expected outcomes (section 2.4) to be tested during the
experimental work.

Creativity tool matrix
There are few categorisation schemes within the literature for the different types of creative stimuli tools. Previously,
related schemes have described the types of stimuli in terms of function, behaviour, form and knowledge entities
(Benami and Jin 2002). Others have categorised the stimulus as heterogeneous or homogeneous (Nijstad et al. 2002)
with respect to the previous idea produced. However, none of the research from the literature, nor any of the
commercial creativity tools reviewed, have considered the potential of stimuli generated internal to the industrial
domain which could be linked to the distance of abstraction of the stimulus from the problem (Amabile 1982,
Santanen et al. 2004, Santanen and De Vreede 2004). This paper will thus analyse the potential of stimuli generated
from information sources internal to the industrial domain in which the design task was set.
The categorisation of stimuli tools used in this paper is described by a 2x2 matrix (Table 1) constructed from the
following two categories:
Source: where the stimuli are drawn from. This can either be internal or external to the industrial domain in which the
task is set.
Retrieval: the strategy for stimuli retrieval. The stimuli can either be retrieved randomly, or, guided by an abstracted
framework to make the stimuli applicable to the problem or task.

Table 1. Matrix of creative stimuli tools

Retrieval

Source

Random

Guided

External

A

B

Internal

C

D

The potential of internally generated stimuli will be validated through the evaluation of the performance of creative
stimuli tools in matrix positions C and D (Table 1) relative to the externally generated creative stimuli tools in positions
A and B (Table 1). In particular the guided Sweeper approach (section 3) in matrix position D will be compared against
the other stimuli tools. Each of these tools is further detailed in section 2.2 with particular emphasis on the
explanation of the ‘retrieval’ criterion shown in the matrix.
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Creativity tools within the matrix
The four different categories of creative stimuli tools will now be detailed along with an example stimulus for each
category of tool (see Table 2 for the example stimuli). It is worth noting at this point that the stimuli are information
with the intention to inspire the designer with new idea. This information may take the form of a principle, an idea, a
concept or random information. For the purpose of this research a single PowerPoint slide was used to convey each
stimulus (see Table 2 for example).
Type A creative stimuli tools
Type A tools draw on random stimuli from sources external to the industrial domain in which the problem is set. From
the Zusman et al. (1999) matrix, typical tools would include ‘serendipity’, ‘forced analogy’, ‘relational words’ and most
representative ‘random input’. To simulate the Type A creative stimuli tool for purposes of this study, images were
taken randomly from a popular online image bank and displayed singularly on electronic slides.
Type B creative stimuli tools
Type B tools use intelligent guiding to stimuli from sources external to the industrial domain in which the problem is
set. This type of tool was made popular by TRIZ, the theory of inventive problem solving (Altshuller 1999). However,
there are several other creative stimuli tools that use guided stimulus retrieval such as FuncSION (Chakrabarti and
Tang 1996) and Animal Crackers (Grossman and Lloyd 2006). To simulate a Type B creative stimuli tool in this
experiment, the TRIZ contradiction matrix will be used as an example. In creating the contradiction matrix, 40 000
patents were classified by the design contradiction which they solved without compromise. Patterns emerged which
were recorded in the form of the contradiction matrix. Every new problem can now be broken down to its
contradiction and the historically appropriate solution principles can be extracted from the matrix and used as stimuli.
Type C creative stimuli tools
The Type C tool draws random stimuli internal to the industrial domain in which the task was set. Though no Type C
tools were found during the review, designers naturally draw inspiration from internal sources. It is common to look
at previous designs, particularly through catalogues and prototypes from within the domain. In order to represent this
type of tool for the experiment, random concepts were selected from within the huge repository of previous design
projects stored by the case company and used as stimuli.
Type D creative stimuli tools
The Type D tools are tools that intelligently guide designers to stimuli internal to the industrial domain in which the
task was set. Though currently no official Type D tools have been observed, an possible example of one has been
embodied by the Sweeper tool presented in section 3.
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Table 2. Examples of Stimuli retrieved by each tool type

Type A

Type B

Type C

Type D

Creative performance criteria
The creative performance of a group is often measured using two dependant variables of; idea frequency (Nijstad et
al. 2002, Perttula and Sipila 2007), and, idea quality (Wierenga 1998). From a broad analysis of the literature, it would
appear that the creative quality of an idea is generally defined by the criteria - ‘originality’ (novelty) and
‘appropriateness’ to a task (Massetti 1996). However, if an idea is considered both appropriate and original but
obvious to any designers tackling the same problem, should we consider it creative? The authors believe not and thus
a third criterion: unobviousness (Howard et al. 2006) of an idea is proposed. Although there are well established
theoretical definitions for these criteria for an idea’s quality, these are extremely difficult to objectively measure.
Table 3 states how each of the criteria will be related to the observations and data gathered whilst conducting this
experiment within an industrial context.
Table 3. Dependant Variables (Success Criteria)
Variable

Definition

Frequency

How quickly ideas are being produced, or how may ideas are produced in a given time period.

Originality

Whether the idea is related to a completely new concept (original) or not (routine).

Appropriateness

Whether the idea is rejected at the stage gate (inappropriate) or is selected for further exploration
(appropriate).

Unobviousness

Whether the idea was generated quickly (obvious) or after a longer period (unobvious).

Due to the experimental method chosen in section 4 the performance of the creative tools will focus on the
frequency, appropriateness and originality of the ideas being produced. The creative performance of the tools in
terms of the unobviousness is related to the frequency of the ideas at the later stages of the brainstorms in
comparison to the earlier stages. However, due to the method chosen this was difficult to analyse independently of
the frequency of idea production. It is thought that each stimuli tool tested will have differing effects on each of the
criteria, leading to a set of expected or hypothesised outcomes from this experiment.
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Expected outcomes
It is useful to reflect how the criteria mentioned above may be affected by the different types of creativity tools being
used. The following list of possible outcomes below can suggested by the authors and can be considered to be
research hypotheses for the following experiment.
Possible outcome 1: It is expected that the internal stimuli will be more recognisable to the participants of the
brainstorm session and will also be more relevant to the design task and will thus stimulate a higher number of ideas.
Possible outcome2: It is thought that the internal stimuli tools will, on average, produce stimuli which is more
relevant to the problem and thus will produce more appropriate ideas. However, these ideas must be of a good
enough quality to be selected as gate ideas.
Possible outcome3: It is thought that the external stimuli tools will produce marginally more original ideas due to the
more abstracted nature of the stimuli.
Possible outcome 4: It is thought that the guided approaches to retrieving the stimuli will show to be beneficial over
the random sourcing in terms of all the performance criteria. However, it could be the case that the guidance
methods used will not be appropriate for either the types of design task, or the designers undertaking them.

“Sweeper” – A concept reuse creative stimuli approach
The Sweeper tool reuses concepts from previous projects as creative stimuli. The approach used for stimuli retrieval,
theoretically finds the concepts that are most relevant to the task at hand. The Sweeper tool was originally termed
the IMCS (Information Management for Creative Stimuli) tool during the background research for this paper and in
previous publications (Howard 2008, Howard et al. 2008a). During the research the three dimensions of the tool (see
Figure 1), namely, search (section 3.1), retrieve (section 3.2) and store (section 3.3) were manually simulated for the
purposes of the experiment and to establish the principle of the approach. However, it was foreseeable that the tool
could be implemented as an automated version requiring minimal to no maintenance to use and populate. The IMCS
tool is now being implemented within the case company under its new name of “Sweeper”.
Sweeper is essentially a very efficient case based reasoning conceptual design tool, which uses the TRIZ approach to
abstracting problems and finding alternative solutions. The approach creates a link between the current problem and
previous problems by comparing the ‘musts’ and ‘desirables’ from the design specifications used at the host company.
For a comparison, the TRIZ contradiction matrix uses abstracted design contradictions to link the current problem to
previous problems. Though there are several methods by which to recall stimuli in an intelligent, guided manner, the
method detailed below is one developed for a repeatable simulation of a Type D tool (internal source – guided
retrieval). This approach also has the potential to be self populating and fully automated being integrated with the
working practice of the designers, requiring no extra input or analysis in order to retrieve the most appropriate stimuli.
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Figure 1. Customised Search, Retrieve and Store approach of the Sweeper tool

The search dimension
At the host company, new project brief documents (Figure 3) are constructed from standard brief templates (Figure 2).
In the construction of a new brief, musts and desirables are entered and linked to pre defined categories. To execute
the Sweeper approach a search would be undertaken through the project files to find other project briefs containing
the most accurately matched musts and desirables. For initial experimentation purposes this was undertaken by key
word searching through the project briefs (Figure 4).

Figure 2. Brief templates

Figure 3. New briefs

Figure 4. Searching for related project briefs
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Every time a requirement from a new brief is matched with one from a brief from an old project, that project scores
one point. The project with the most points is deemed the most relevant to the new design task. However, certain
‘musts’ and ‘desirables’ are already found in the project brief template (Figure 2) and exist more commonly
throughout the new project briefs (Figure 3) than other requirements. A weighting of 3 was therefore given to any
matches made using newly added requirements. This is an area for future research to optimise and improve upon.

The retrieve dimension
The projects retrieved from the search are placed in rank order from the most scoring matches (including the
weighting) to the least. Once the 10 most relevant projects are identified the concept images can be obtained from
within the project files. The selected concepts from each project can be chosen randomly, or linked to the a concept
selection matrix, termed by the case company as QFD (Cross 2000), which ranks each concept to the various
requirements. The concept scoring the best with respect to the new, match requirements was selected. This method
was used whenever a ‘QFD’ file was present within the project folder. Concepts were returned in the form of a single
PowerPoint slide (see Table 2).

The store dimension
In order to make the Sweeper approach self populating and expanding, new project briefs and concepts created must
be stored into a system ready for automatic retrieval at a later date. The brief must therefore be added to its project
file and its musts and desirables categorised by the higher level structure. In order to do this, the musts and desirables
are entered by free description and then in a computer implementation, linked via drop-down menus to the higher
level headings (Figure 5) which could then be used for the search function. The concepts designed for each new
project need to be saved under a consistent file name and stored within the project file along with any QFD analysis
files.

Figure 5. Linking musts to a higher level category
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Implementing the Sweeper (the concept reuse tool) approach
The Sweeper (the concept reuse tool) approach relies on several conditions, all of which were fulfilled by the case
company. Firstly, the company must have a consistent and standard design process. Secondly, the documents
containing the project brief, ideas and concepts must be consistently and appropriately named, and must be stored
electronically and logically.
The store dimension for the Sweeper tool relies on a pre-constructed ontology. This approach relies on a must or
desirable being inserted into the brief document, then being linked to an umbrella term from the ontology. This
approach could be enhanced of supported by a facetted classification (Giess et al. 2008) enabling concepts and ideas
to be linked to other supporting information regarding markets, business sector, date of conception, creator, project
manager etc.

Experimental method
The method used was constructed to take advantage of a unique opportunity within an industrial innovation hub. The
research methodology chosen uses an ‘insider’ or ‘participation’ action research approach (Bjőrk and Ottosson 2007),
which helps keep emphasis firmly on what designers do rather than what they say they do (Avison et al. 1999). In
order to notate and capture data, protocol analysis was used successfully in similar studies (Benami and Jin 2002, Kim
et al. 2005). Though in this experiment, sample sizes were small and some variables were left uncontrolled, this gave
the possibility to participate and capture real design activities with professional engineers. However, all analysis and
conclusions drawn from quantitative data must be done so in light of these experimental limitations.
The research method for this study was constructed around the case company’s practices. The company’s standard
innovation process that was followed for all the case projects comprised within this experiment. It was thought that
the first stage of this process, termed the ideas stage (described in Figure 6), is equivalent to the conceptual design
stage (Pahl and Beitz 1984) where the authors believed this research into creative stimulation would be most
effective.

Ideas stage of innovation process
In each of the case projects under study, the following process was followed consisting of components, the brief, the
brainstorm meeting, the individual idea generation, the review meeting and finishing at the stage gate. The outputs
are ideas, categorised by the component or sub component for which they were produced. It is worth noting that a
concept is defined to be a design solution consisting of at least one functional, behavioural and structural idea (not
further discussed in this paper). The concepts proposed at the gate meeting therefore consist of previously selected
ideas, which are termed gate ideas (see Figure 6)
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KEY
alpha-ideas:

Ideas generated during free thinking brainstorm session.

beta-ideas:

Ideas generated after group is exposed to prepared stimuli.

gamma-ideas: Ideas generated individually after the brainstorm session.
delta-ideas:

Ideas generated by combining ideas during the review meeting.

Gate-ideas:

Appropriate ideas embodied within concepts put forward at the gate meeting.
Figure 6. The first stage of the case company’s stage gate innovation process

Construction of brief: Each design project studied began during the construction of the project brief. During this
stage, the mission statement for the project is set, along with the various ‘musts’ and ‘desirables’ required for the
design solution. The project manager is allocated and a team of approximately seven is assembled for a brainstorming
session to generate solution ideas for the brief.
Brainstorm meeting: Within this session, roughly the first 30 minutes would consist of communicating the project
brief to the team members whist trying to frame the problem at hand. This is commonly followed by a free thinking
brainstorm lasting between 30 and 70 minutes during which alpha-ideas will be generated. Following this, the stimuli
were presented in turn to aid the session. The ideas produced during this period were termed beta-ideas. This was
done for the four chosen case projects (see Table 4) with no stimuli presented to the group during project 5.

Figure 7. Screen capture of typical brainstorm meeting
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Individual idea generation: During this phase each team member is given roughly 1 week to produce 6 ideas (these
ideas are to be in concept form, complete with function, behaviour and structure). These gamma-ideas can be
constructed from ideas that they particularly like from the brainstorming session or as a result of a totally new idea
generated. Each concept is named and drawn on an individual sheet.
Review meeting: During this review meeting team members exhibit each of their individual gamma-ideas and are
encouraged to group ideas by similarities and to make new and useful combinations of the ideas, noted as delta-ideas.
After all ideas have been shared the groups of ideas are refined. At this stage several of the ideas are rejected due to
them being inappropriate. The project manager will then draw up the selected ideas in the form of several gate
concepts for the 1st stage gate report. The stage gate concepts resulting from the review meeting will inevitably be a
mixture of the chosen alpha-, beta-, gamma- and delta-ideas.

Case project details
In total, the author attended over 15 brainstorms and review sessions. 10 projects were recorded comprising of
approximately 40 hours of video and audio footage. However, only projects in Table 4 were chosen for extensive
analysis as they were more comparable. The disregarded brainstorms had little effect on those comprehensively
analysed, although they gave the researcher a deeper and more experienced insight into standard practice and
routine. One of the rejected projects was used as a pilot study where stimuli were also provided during the individual
idea generation stage. It was believed by the authors that the most vital variable to control between the each project
studied was the stage of the design process that the brainstorm was conducted; this was constricted to the first stage
ideas stage. Though the projects were raised from different business types within the case company, most briefs were
open enough to allow solutions from all business types.
All of the brainstorms analysed comprised of attendees from within case company with varying job roles, though the
majority were from the innovation department. The project managers also acted as brainstorm facilitators and were
deemed very influential. It was observed that brainstorm sessions facilitated by novice or student designers were
often different, as procedure was not always followed correctly. Therefore, it was decided that all projects facilitated
by non-experienced designers were rejected for analysis, thus in all of the assessed projects, the project managers
were experienced designers (Exp).
Table 4. Details of chosen case projects
Project
number

Stimuli
type

Stage of Design
Process

Business
type

Project
type

Project
manager

Number of
participants

1

A

Ideas

Food

Carrot

Exp.

9

2

B

Ideas

Food

Customer

Exp.

8

3

C

Ideas

Food

Customer

Exp.

9

4

D

Ideas

Beverage

Carrot

Exp.

9

5

None

Ideas

Special

Customer

Exp.

6
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Idea capture
As part of the agreement with the case company the session was video and audio captured with synchronised capture
of both PowerPoint slides and ‘pen and ink’ illustrations. The analysis software used to synchronise and code the data
was Quindi© (www.quindi.com) Meeting Companion which made the analysis and transcription more efficient (Figure
8). During each session the researcher participated as a designer, with no thought of evaluation of the session.
Participation enabled the researcher to gain better understanding of the process and made retrospective analysis of
the session content easier.
When analysing the brainstorm sessions of each statement and in many instances the attached illustrations were
tagged as one of the three stages of the creative process, either ‘analysis’, ‘generation’ or evaluation’ derived from
previous work (Howard et al. 2008b). It was later decided that the generation statements were to be the focus. Each
idea was tagged to the audio and video footage of the meeting with the annotation and transcription of the idea
stamped in the appropriate place along the meeting timeline (see figure 8). It must be noted that this approach does
have its limitations, as an idea is time stamped at the point it is externalised to the group and not necessarily at the
point of it conception.

Figure 8. Screen shot of capture software

Idea evaluation and selection
In section 2.3 the theoretical performance criteria were conceived. However, it has been previously stated (Howard et
al. 2008a), that in similar experiments regarding idea generation, the problems provided to the participants are
artificial with no real issues and therefore the measures for each criterion are also often subjective and fuzzy. The
method described in this paper attempts a pure objective evaluation of the performance criteria by linking the ideas
generated to the evaluation and selection stages of the case company’s innovation process.
The appropriateness of an idea depends on the group’s collective evaluation of the idea during the review meeting
(see figure 6). An appropriate idea is one which is selected, forming part of a design concepts proposed at the stage
gate. The originality of the ideas can be assessed by they relate to the concepts put forward at the gate meeting. If an
12

idea happened to be the first idea proposed relating to a particular concept, then it is considered original. If an idea
follows from the original idea relating to the same concept, it is considered developmental. An idea is rated more
unobvious the further away from the start of the brainstorm it is conceived. As all stimuli tools were introduced after
30 minutes of the brainstorm sessions, all ideas produced using them can be considered unobvious.

Notations validation
To validate this notation of ideas scheme, an inter-observer reliability check was conducted. Three independent
researchers were asked to mark up 10 minutes of video and audio footage each, totalling at roughly 90 minutes real
time. Each was given the classification scheme and asked to place a note where an idea had occurred along with a
description of the idea. On comparison of the results the independent researchers missed only 14% of the ideas,
identifying the rest correctly. It is likely that this 14% can be put down to audio quality and problems hearing each
member of the group clearly in the recordings. It is also thought that the author was better placed to make judgment
on each statement, due to having first hand experience of the brainstorm session and more practice using the markup scheme.
To validate the originality and appropriateness mark-up, an independent researcher was used for one of the case
projects. The researcher was given the definitions of an idea and a concept and was asked to link the ideas to the
concepts along with the sketches and video footage. The researcher was also given an example of this mark-up from
another project to work with. After comparison it was found that 92% of the author’s notation was correctly
identified by the notation of the independent researcher.

Results
This section shows and discusses the results of the creative performance of the four different stimuli tools produced
by the experiment. Each is analysed in terms of the rate of idea generation (section 5.1), the appropriateness (section
5.2), originality (section 5.3) and the unobviousness (section 5.4) of the ideas produced, along with the qualitative
analysis throughout.

Rate of idea generation
Figure 9 shows the timelines of the 5 analysed brainstorm meetings. The first continuous line represents the free
thinking brainstorming, above which each dot represents the occurrence of an alpha-idea. This is followed by the
introduction of the various stimuli represented by the alternating dark and light grey lines above which each dot
donates the occurrence of a beta-idea. The final shorter dark line represents the closing discussion. The bold
numbers in the centre of each line total number of ideas during that section. The italic number above the dots
represents the rate of idea generation (ideas/minute) up until that point. The italic figure underlined at the end of the
stimuli section represents the rate of idea production of the beta-ideas only.
From Figure 9 along with the qualitative observations it is thought that the stimuli helped to maintain the rate of idea
generation at this late stage of the brainstorm session. It is likely that this is due to the added interest and motivation
experienced by the group from using the stimuli. However, there were more direct and apparent effects of the
stimulus where elements of the stimuli actually inspired ideas; backed up by feedback from the participants "The
13

segmentation one certainly sparked a few ideas”. The use of stimuli in general also provided a starting point for
participants’ dialogue, sparking “secondary conversation that was quite productive actually”.

KEY: XX: Number of ideas in section X.XX: Rate of ideas in section (ideas/min) X.XX: Rate of ideas under use (ideas/min) of stimuli
Figure 9. Rate of idea generation during brainstorm meetings.

Table 5 was constructed from the data in Figure 9. It showed that tool A produced the most ideas from a single
stimulus, at 20 ideas. However, this figure may not be conclusive as the particular task and designers in project 1 were
more conducive to idea generation, producing more ideas per unit time than in the other projects in the whole
session, even prior to stimuli introduction. The random retrieval tools, A and C produced the best performing stimuli
in terms of rate of idea generation at 2.5 ideas per second. However, as expected, this was contrasted by the higher
number of stimuli which produced no ideas.
The most interesting and telling statistic details the rate of beta-idea generation to be higher than the rate of alphaidea production in project 1, 2 and 4 with only tool C producing less ideas. The highest (relatively) performing was the
Type D stimuli tool increasing the rate of idea production by 16%. It also was observed that Type C and D tools
produced a higher quantity of ideas, which were directly associated with the stimuli.
Table 5. Comparison of rates of idea generation of stimuli tools
Tool A
Ext. Rand.
(project 1)

Tool B
Ext. Guid.
(project 2)

Tool C Int.
Rand.
(project 3)

Tool D Int.
Guid.
(project 4)

Most ideas from single stimulus

20

14

10

16

Highest idea rate of stimulus (Ideas/min)

2.5

1.3

2.5

2.0

Longest time of stimulus (min)

8

11

8

11

Total time using stimuli (min)

46

24

34

40

Number of stimuli producing ≤3 ideas

5

2

5

3

Rate of beta-idea generation (Ideas/min)

2.02

1.17

1.12

1.40

Rate of generation of beta-ideas/alpha-ideas

1.06

1.07

0.77

1.16
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Appropriateness of ideas
Figure 10 shows where the appropriate ideas (that were included within the gate concepts) occurred and are denoted
by circles stamped along the project timeline. It can be seen that the stimuli in general had a positive effect on the
appropriateness of the ideas being generated. A higher proportion of gate ideas were produced under the influence
of stimuli than could be expected at the particular late stage of the brainstorm session especially when compared
against the control group, project 5. There are also several examples in the data where the stimuli directly influenced
the nature of the gate ideas, such as the ‘segmentation’ stimulus leading to a product idea containing “two flavours of
pie”.

Figure 10. Appropriate ideas generated during brainstorm meetings.

From the comparison made in Table 6, it can be seen that the type B and D stimuli tool produced the most beta-gate
ideas with 6 and 5 respectively. Both internal stimuli tools produced a higher quantity of beta-gate ideas relative to
the total number of gate ideas at 0.5 each, providing compelling evidence for the potential behind internal generated
stimuli. From the protocol analysis it was shown that the guided tools (B and D) produced more ideas both directly
and abstractly inspired by the stimuli. Also, more of the stimuli proposed from the type D tool produced beta-gate
ideas than any other stimuli tool.
Table 6. Comparison of Appropriate ideas produced of stimuli tools
Tool A Ext.
Rand.
(project 1)

Tool B Ext.
Guid.
(project 2)

Tool C Int.
Rand.
(project 3)

Tool D Int.
Guid.
(project 4)

Number of beta-gate ideas

3

6

1

5

Number of directly inspired ideas

1

3

0

1

Number of abstractly inspired ideas

0

3

1

3

Number of beta-gate ideas/total gate ideas

0.2

0.35

0.5

0.5

Number of stimuli producing a gate idea

2

2

1

4
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Originality of ideas
Figure 11. gives a breakdown of the beta-ideas produced during each project. From the graph it can be seen that on
average only 1 original idea is produced as a result of a beta-idea (inspired by prescribed stimuli). This did not really
support the initial belief that the diversity of the stimuli would lead to more original beta-gate ideas, instead
suggesting that the stimuli aid in the development of concepts more ‘how to’ then ‘what else’. Stimuli tool type D
produced the most original ideas. Both directed tools produced a higher quantity of original ideas relative to the
appropriate ideas. This was the opposite of what was expected. One reason for this may have been in the definition
of originality being relative to a new concept rather than an original entity within the concept.

Figure 11. Breakdown of beta-ideas produced during each project

Unobviousness of ideas
As previously stated (section 2.3), unobviousness was difficult to determine over the course of this study and is more
suited for the comparison of individual ideas. All beta-ideas produced are relatively unobvious due to the delay before
the stimulus is prescribed. In terms of what is deemed a creative idea, final idea in project 5 (Figure 10) is the most
unobvious as it is the latest idea that is both original and appropriate.

Conclusions
The performance of the different stimuli tools were considered in terms of the quantitative and qualitative
observations throughout the various studies. However, as previously stated, the quantitative data must be analysed in
light of the experimental limitations involved in the industry based study, using limited sample sizes and uncontrolled
variables. One such uncontrolled variable that was highlighted by the results was the more unusual idea generation
pattern of project group 1. On further investigation it was realised that this group differed from the others, as it was
revealed that the task involved ‘technology push’ rather than ‘market pull’. This is an interesting observation and
warrants further investigation in future studies.
In many instances the stimuli did not work by directly inspiring new ideas, but by diverting designers onto a new train
of thought, enabling fresh and new ideas. In terms of directly prompting ideas, the guided stimuli tools were more
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effective whereas the random external stimuli appeared particularly good at removing metal blocks. This could be
because all participants could understand the stimuli; and knowing that they were retrieved randomly, the
participants could take a relaxed attitude towards them.
It is believed that the type D stimuli tools out-performed the other tools in terms of the rate or frequency of ideas
produced. This result is inline with expected outcome 1 (Section 2.4) which suggests the internally sourced stimuli
should produce more ideas. This may have been because the stimuli retrieved by the internally sourced stimuli tools
were generally more meaningful to the designers. When using the type B stimuli tool the meaning or understanding
behind the stimulus was not always so easy to decipher. This is perhaps the most important criticism of the TRIZ
inventive principles – without a thorough understanding of the principle, which may require a domain expert; the
stimulus has reduced value. In this research it was seen that 50% of the stimuli proposed produce less than 3 ideas!
A higher proportion of beta appropriate ideas in relation to total number of appropriate ideas were produced when
using internally sourced stimuli (outcome 2). It is believed that this was due to the higher relevance of the stimuli
being retrieved. It was also shown that most ideas produced using the stimuli tools were developmental rather than
original. However, the Sweeper (internal source – guided retrieval) stimuli tool produced the highest number of
original ideas, interestingly outperforming the expectations of possible outcome 3. The unobviousness of the ideas
produced was hard to determine due to the research method. However, a higher frequency of ideas was produced at
the late stages of the brainstorm sessions due to the use of all stimuli tools than could have been expected.
The guided stimuli tools, namely the TRIZ contradiction matrix and Sweeper, outperformed the randomly sourced
stimuli tools in terms of all the creative performance criteria in line with expectation 4. However, the actual
performance of the tools is slightly different from the performance of the stimuli which they prescribe. In terms of
usability, the random tools are extremely easy to implement and should be relatively quick to prepare and use.
Sweeper (the concept reuse tool) would take time to implement as a computer based tool but once installed could be
used and assimilated very quickly. The TRIZ contradiction matrix tool requires setting up for each problem, although
this process does provide other benefits to the understanding of the problem.
As a consequence of this research with the case company, several recommendations have now been actioned and
implemented. The Sweeper tool, the pilot use of which has been described and analysed within this paper has now
been programmed and implemented within the company. Further research with the collaborator has been agreed,
attempting to widen the use of creativity tools to other areas of the case company, researching creativity for the
embodiment and detailed design phases.
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